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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCT ION
Problem and Scope
Purpose of investigation . -While teaching and coaching
lor four years in one of the smaller secondary schools of
Massachusetts, the writer had an opportunity to study at
first hand many of the problems which face small schools
in their efforts to maintain an athletic program. Realiz-
ing what the limitations were in his own case, the writer
often wondered what the situation was in other schools of
similar size in the state. Consequently a survey was made
to determine what practices were being followed in schools
of this type.
Extent of investigation . -A list of all secondary
schools in Massachusetts that had enrollments of 200 or
fewer students in the upper four grades was compiled. This
included all grades in the regular four-year high school,
and grades 9, 10, 11, and 12 of the junior-senior high-
school systems. This list was drawn up from information
secured from Part II of the Annual Report of the Depart-
ment of Education of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts for
the year ending November £0, 193b. This list totaled tid
schools
.
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Sources of Data and Methods of Investigation
Checking list . -A checking list was compiled and sent
to the principals of the dti schools mentioned above, with
the suggestion that it be answered by the principal himself
or by a teacher who understood the situation. The returns
showed that in all but two cases it was answered by the
principal himself.
The plan at first was to carry on an exhaustive sur-
vey of all aspects of both interscholastic and intramural
athletics for both boys and girls in schools of the classi-
fication mentioned. A tentative checking list was drawn
up covering all phases of the questions to be considered.
This checking list contained 60 pages. Realizing that
the chances were very poor of securing replies from an ade-
quate number of respondents on such a voluminous pamphlet,
a successful effort was made to eliminate or condense many
of the items. Since in all probability very little was
being done with intramural athletics in this type oi school,
it was decided to confine that phase of the report to the
number and types of athletic activities being conducted in
the schools under consideration. Much space was also saved
by listing questions only on the more common athletic
activities, ana leaving blank spaces in which the respond-
ent could give similar information on the additional,
though less common sports, that might be carried on in
.-
,
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his school.
Alter much revision, the checking list (see appendix)
was reduced to nine pages which covered the most important
phases of the problem.
The covering letter ana information concerning the
name of the school, of the person reporting, his position,
and the enrollment of boys and girls in each graae were on
the first page.
The remainder of the checking list was divided into
eight main divisions. The first of these concerned the
types 01 athletic activities maintained by the school, with
spaces to check whether they were on an interscholastic or
intramural basis, for boys or girls, and for what grades
they were available.
The second division was on athletic facilities. Here
the respondent could designate the equipment owned by the
school, its condition, and its proximity to the school.
The third part of the checking list covered the finan-
cing of the athletic program, giving information on the
main sources of receipts and expenditures.
Part IY dealt wich the administration of the boys'
athletic program. Here data was secured on general admin-
istration, coaches, officials, and student qualifications.
Miscellaneous information was obtained also on Saturday
and evening contests, proportion of schedule played with
*«
,
.
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various types of opponents, and distance traveled to games
played away from home.
Part V of the checking list provided spaces for list-
ing the various sports conducted on an interscholastic
basis and answering definite questions on the administra-
tion of each.
Parts VI and VII covered the adrnini strut ion of girls'
interscholastic athletics. These questions weie similar
to those in parts IV and V which gave administrative data
on the boys' program.
Part VIII provided an opportunity lor the respondent t
make any comments he might wish on this problem of inter-
scholastic and intramural athletics in the smaller second-
ary schools.
This checking list provided the primary source of
data for the thesis.
Personal visits .-Information secured by personal
visits to ten of the schools in this group was used as a
secondary source of data.
Percentage of ret urns .-Of the total of 86 schools in
this group, to all of which checking lists were sent, 37
made returns. This means that the materials presented in
this thesis are based on returns received from 4£ per cent
of all schools in this classification. The chances are
0
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that if the checking list had been shorter, the percentage
of returns would have been even more gratifying. Many of
the respondents evinced not only surprise at the length of
the list (there were approximately 750 possible answers on
each one), but an earnest desire for a report on the results
of the investigation.
Survey of Literature in the Field
Amount of material . -A scarcity exists of summaries of
the type undertaken here of the practices being followed in
the State of Massachusetts. Many books and articles have
been written dealing with some of the items considered in
this thesis, but most of them have been presented in a gen-
eral style and do not give definite information based on a
survey of the practices being followed in schools of a par-
ticular classification. Because of this fact, most of the
literature in the field was of little help in writing this
thesis. However, a lev/ publications proved vaiuaole.
Most valuable literature .-Monograph Humber 27 of the
national Survey of Secondary Education on Intramural and
Inf e rscholastic Athletics is a very fine publication on the
type of problem being considered here. This monograph gives
a survey of athletics for the secondary schools of all sizes
for the entire United States. However, the report includes
returns from only five schools from all New England that
.,
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6have enrollments under 300. Several references will be
made no this work in Chapters II, III, and IV of this thesis
Monograph Humber 6 of the national Survey of Secondary
Education, Phe Smaller Secondary Schools
,
also devotes a
few pages and tables to a summary of some of the items con-
sidered in this report.
Phe April, 1934 issue of the Ilorth Central Associat ion
C uarterlv also contains four tables showing the percentages
and numbers of schools maintaining certain interscholastic
sports for uoys and girls, ana also the extent of participa-
tion in these sports by the student body. Several compari-
sons with these taDles will be made in Chapters II, III, and
IV of this thesis.
..
?
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CHAPTER II
INTRAMURAL ATHLETICS
Definition and Phases Considered
Definition .-Intramural athletics may be defined as
athletic activities carried on within the walls of an
institution. "These activities shall be organized between
specific groups within the institution, shall give equal
opportunity of participation to all, and shall require par-
ticipation of none .
^
Phases considered .-As mentioned m the introduction,
the investigation of intramural athletics was limited for
various reasons to the numbers and percentages of schools
conducting intramural programs in various sports for either
boys or girls. Tables 1 and 2 give these data in con-
densed form.
Summary of Rsupenseg
Number of sports per school . -As ©xpeoted, th© number
of schools reporting intramural programs in athletics was
rather small. About halx ox tne schools had no intramural
athletic activities whatsoever for boys and a similar
_1/P. Roy Brammell, Intramural and Interscholastic Athletics
.
Rational Survey of Secondary Education. Monograph Humber
27. United States Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 1933. p. 10
-7-

situation existed tor girls. Of the schools that did main'
tain intramural programs, most of them had either one or
two sports. In about one-lourth of the schools, one intra-
mural sport is provided for uoys and a similar provision
is made for girls. In about one-fifth of the schools,
two sports are provided for boys, and the same number for
girls
.
Table 1. Numbers and Percentages of Schools Maintaining
Five or Fewer Sports In Their Intramural Athletic
Program for Boys or Girls
Number of Sports Int ramural Program
For Boys For Girls
Number Per Sent Number Per Cent
(1) (2) (3) ITT TbT
No sports 17 46 18 49
At least one sport 20 54 19 51
One sport 9 24 9 24
Two sports 7 19 8 22
Three sports 3 8 1 3
Four sports 1 3 1 3
Five sports 0 0 0 0
A summary of the situation shows that about half of
the Massachusetts secondary schools of this size maintain
some sort of intramural program for boys, while a corre-
sponding number do the same for girls.
The National Survey of Secondary Education, Monograph
Number 27, covering the situation throughout the country,

shows that "3b per cent of the schools with enrollments of
100 or fewer, and 63 per cent of those with enrollments
between 101 and 300 carry on intramural programs
The present study was limitea to schools having 200 or
fewer students. A comparison ?-'ili show that the situation
in Massachusetts is better than that of the smaller group
reported by the National Survey, and not quite as good as
that of the other group. However, "the number of schools
conducting intramural programs increases with the size of
2 /the enrollment 7
Kind of sports maintained .-Basketball was the most
popular sport by lar for Doth boys and girls. Table 2 shows
that about half of the schools conducted it for boys, while
one-third aid the same for girls. Although not strictly a
sport, physical training ranked second with auout one-third
of the schools conducting it for coys, ana the same number
for girls.
For boys, baseball holds the next position with about
one-fifth of the schools reporting it; this is less than
one-half the number supporting basketball. Tag football
and tennis follow, having one-tenth for each; this is about
one-half that of baseball, and less than one-fourth that of
l/lbid. p. 11
/hoc. cit.
..
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basketball. Smaller numbers conducted ice hockey, ping-
pong, soccer, and track.
About one-sixth oi the schools maintained field hockey
for the girls; a similar number, tennis. Baseball was
Table £. Numbers and Percentages of Schools Reporting Intra
mural Athletic Programs In Various Sports for
Either Boys or Girls
Sports . Intramural Program
For Boys For Girls
Number Per Cent NumberJ Per Cent
( 1 ) (2) ~(s7 U)
I
(5)
Archery 0 0 1 S
Baseball 3 22 4 11
Basketball 17 46 12 32
Field hockey 0 0 6 16
Football 0 0 0 0
Physical Training IS 35 12 32
Ice hockey 1 3 0 0
Ping-pong 1 S 1 3
Soccer 1 S 0 0
Tag football 4 11 0 0
Tennis 4 11 5 14
Track 1 3 2 5
Volleyball 0 0 2 3
offered for girls in one-tenth of the schools. Track and
volleyball attracted 5 per cent each.
One-tenth of the schools maintaining intramural pro-
grams stated that scholastic qualifications must be met in
order to participate in these activities. In connection
with this point, it should be remembered that "intramural
.J
,
t
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athletics are for all pupils, and any rules of eligibility
which tend to keep pupils out of these sports are defeating
the general purpose of these games* -I/
The responses to the checking list also gave the
following data on intramural sports: about nine-tenths of
uhe schools gave candidates a physical examination; one-
fourth paid a part of the expenses for injuries to team
members; about one-sixth required permits signed by the
parents before students were allowed to participate in
games; over three-fifths replied that members of a varsity
team were eligible for intramural teams in the same sport.
This last situation is regrettable if juaged by the regula-
tions of some of the better schools which state that
"neither varsity players nor present squad members in a
particular sport are eligible. "1/
Nine athletic activities were reported by the various
schools for both boys and girls. It will be noted that the
most popular sports are not those with much "carry-over"
value, a fact to be lamented. This condition was also
dj
reported by the National Survey.- However, "there is
little reason why smaller schools have to concentrate on
sports with little or no carry-over value at the expense
l/lbid. p. 26
Z/hoc. cit.
3/lbid. p. 14
, q 3
- .
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of those that possess this attribute • ^
Other surveys .-Monograph Number 27 of the National Survey
shows the four leading sports for boys to be in order
basketball, track and field, baseball, and tennis. For
girls, the list is in order basketball, volleyball, track
and field, tennis, with baseball in fifth place.
A survey was carried on in Kansas in 1927, for which
77 out of 66 schools sent responses. One of the questions
asked if gymnasium work were offered. Sixteen schools
answered that it was given to all students, while 19 replied
6/that it was given to some.—7
An investigation carried on in 1934 by the North Cen-
tral Association showed that "although many activities were
offered in intramural programs, basketball was the most
4/popular sport."—1 The same report states that "for boys
there are far more interscholastic teams organized than
intramural; but for girls, three times as many schools have
intramural teams as have interscholastic • "£/
12
1/Ibid. p. 14
2/Ibid. p. 15
3/G.H. Marshall, "The Status of High-School Athletics in
Kansas," School Review
, 35: 113-20, February, 1927.
4/E.E. Morley, "Report of Committee on Athletics in Second-
ary Schools," North Central Association Quarterly
.
Vol. VIII
Number 2. 454-64, April, 1934.
J>/Loc. cit.
,*
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CHAPTER III
HJTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETICS
Definition and Phases Considered
Definition .- Interscholastic athletics means athletic
activities carried on between different schools; and in the
situation under consideration, it will mean secondary
schools of different towns.
Phases .-This investigation of interscholastic athletics
in the smaller secondary schools of Massachusetts was
carried out in much greater detail than that on intramural
athletics. Some of the major topics considered for both
boys and girls were as follows: sports maintained, athletic
facilities, finances, general administration, coaches,
officials, student qualifications, Saturday and evening con-
tests, type of opponent, and distance traveled. Other items
studied which pertained to each sport were: number of candi-
dates, of weeks conducted, of contests per year, playing
time of each contest, number of days practice carried on per
week, and time in minutes of average practice.
Activities Maintained
Humber of sports per school .-Hinety-seven per cent of
all schools answering the checking list maintained some
-13-
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sort of int erscholasoic program for boys. The only school
not having a program was one that had just been organized
and so had not yet time to adopt one. The percentage for
girls was not so high, it being 76 per cent.
Table 3 shows that most schools maintained three sport a
for boys, while a few had four or live. The same table
Table 3. Numbers and Percentages of Schools Maintaining
Five or Fewer Sports In Their Interscholastic
Athletic Program for Boys or Girls
Number of Sports Interscholastic ProgramFor Boys For Girls
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
(1) (£) ( 3
)
(4) ~TbT
No sports 1 3 9 24
At least one sport 36 97 28 76
One sport 4 11 16 43
Two sports 9 24 9 24
Three sports 19 51 2 5
Four sports 2 5 1 3
Five sports 2 3 0 0
shows that practically all schools had at least one sport
for boys. One-half of the schools offered three sports;
one-fourth, two sports; and about one-tenth, one sport . A
few schools maintained four or five sports.
Sports for girls are more limited than those for boys.
Table 3 shows the following conditions on this point: no
sports, one-fourth or schools; at least one sport, three-
fourths; one sport, about two-fifths; and two sports, one-
* " ' > I - .
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fourth. Most of the schools maintained only one sport;
none, more than four sports.
King of sport
s
.-Table 4 shows "Chat baseball was the
Table 4. Numbers and Percentages of Schools Reporting
Interscholastic Athletic Programs in Various
Sports for Either Boys or Girls
Sports Interscholastic Program
For Boys For Girls
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
(1) ITT “TsT (4) (S)
Archery 0 0 0 0
Baseball 35 95 6 16
Basketball £9 78 27 73
Field hockey 0 0 7 19
Football 13 35 0 0
Physical training 0 0 0 0
Ice hockey 2 5 0 0
Ping-pong 0 0 0 0
Soccer 3 8 0 0
Tag football 0 0 0 0
Tenni s 3 8 2 5
Track 13 35 4 ll
Volleyball 0 0 0 0
most popular sport lor ooys with all but two schools
reporting it. Basketball ranked next with about four-
fifths. Approximately one-third of the schools maintained
football, while the same number supported track. Tennis,
soccer, and ice hockey were the only other interscholastic
sports reported; they were provided by very few schools.
The same table indicates basketball as the favorite
..
.
.
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sport lor girls, being conducted by about three-fourths of
the schools. Field hockey ana baseball were supported by
16
about one-fifth of the schools. Track and tennis were sel-
dom reported as being on an interscholastic basis for
girls.
Results of other surveys .-Monograph 27 of the Rational
Survey of Secondary Education shows that "almost without
exception the secondary schools included in the report
engage in interscholastic contests especially for boys,
but that increasing numbers are abandoning the practice for
girls."-^
The same monograph reports that "thete contests are
limited primarily to the five sports of basketball, foot-
ball, track, baseball, and tennis; the latter is the only
one having carry-over value. "2/ These sports are ranked
in the order mentioned, on che basis of the number of
3 /
schools supporting them .—
'
The North Central Association carried on an investiga-
tion in 1934 which considered this phase of interscholastic
T7opT^ItT^7T9
£/lbid. p. 50
3/Loc. cit.
.• H
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athletics.—' One part oi this report covered 606 schools
of enrollments under 200 that belonged to "Che association.
The chief interscholastic sports being carried on for boys
were basketball, football, track, baseball, and tennis.
The percentages of schools maintaining them were respective-
ly 94, 68, 56, S3, and 14.£/
This same report lists the main sports for girls as
basketball, tennis, track, baseball, and volleyball. The
percentages of schools maintaining them were respectively
76, 15, IS, 5, and 5.y
A report based on answers received from 77 out of 66
towns in Kansas shows that 77 of them maintained interscho-
lastic teams in basketball; 76, in football; and 74, in
track.1/
Athletic Facilities
Owner ship .-About two-fifths of the schools owned their
gymnasiums; one-half, their athletic fields. Ownership by
schools of other athletic facilities (see Table 5) was
reported as follows: tennis courts, one-seventh; boys'
i/E.E, Morley, "Report of Committee on Athletics in Second-
ary Schools,” North Central Association Quarterly
.
Vol.
VIII, Number 2. p. 454, April, 1934.
2/lbid. p. 456
3/Ibid. p. 457
4/G .H .Marshall
,
"The Status of High-School Athletics in
Kansas,” School Review
. 35: 113-120, February, 1927.

locker room, about two-filths; showers lor boys, about one-
ohird; girls' locker room, about one-third; and showeis for
girls, about one- fourth.
Table 5. Athletic Facilities, Their Condition, and Prox-
imity to Schools
Numbers and Percentages of Schools
Reporting
Facilities Owner shipl Condition Adjacent
Good Fair Poor
Nam- Per Nam- Per ;Jum-Per Num- Per Num- Per 1
ber Dent ber Jent aer Cent ber Dentber Dent
(1) (2) (3) (4) b ) \e) (7) (6) ( 9 J nroi (11)
Gymnasium — lb 43 10 27 3 8 b 14 13 3b
Athletic field 19 bl lb 41 6 16 5 8 2b 66
Tennis court b 14 7 19 0 0 2 b 8 22
Boys' locker room 14 38 7 19 4 11 4 11 14 38
Showers for boys 155 3b 10 27 3 8 2 & 14 38
Girls' locker room
—
11 30 7 19 4 11 1 3 11 30
Showers for girls-— 10 27 9 24 2 b 1 3 11 30
Condition .-The percentages in this part of Table b are
based on the total number of schools answering the checking
list. The condition of the various facilities .judged on a
basis of good, fair, and poor is as follows: gymnasium-27
per cent, report good; 8, fair; 14, poor; athletic field-
C *
gooa, 41 per cent; fair, 16; poor, b; boys' locker room-
good, 19 per cent; fair, 11; poor, 11; showers for boys-
good, 27 per cent; fair, 8; poor, b; girls' locker room-
good, 19 per cent; fair, 11; poor, 3 ; showers for girls-
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good, per cent; fair, 5; poor, o.
Adjacent .-It is easy to understand the great advant-
ages gained by having the athletic facilities in or adjacent
to the school. It is here that such facilities will do the
greatest good for the greatest number. Table 5 gives the
following data on the approximate proportions of schools
that have the facilities adjacent to the school: gymnas-
ium, one-third; athletic field, three-fourths; tennis
court, one-fifth; girls* locker room, one-third; showers
for girls, one- third; boys' locker room, two-fifths; show-
ers for boys, one-third.
Finances
Sources of revenue «-The schools were requested to list
in order their most important sources of income. Table 6
shows the frequency of mention of oertain sources of income
as amongst the three most important for the support of
athletics. The table shows uhat about nine-tenths of the
schools included gate receipts; one-half, student tax; two-
fixuhs, entertainments like plays and pictures; one-third,
magazine sales; one-fifth, appropriation of school committee;
one-seventh, dances; and smaller proportions for six other
sources.
Table 7 indicates that abouo one-third of the schools
enjoy appropriations which have been made by the school
*
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committee for the support of athletics, and that one-fourth
of the schools report restrictions on the use of these
funds. However, only one-fifth of the schools report this
appropriation as among the three most important sources of
Table 6. Frequency of Mention of Certain Sources of Income
as Among The Three Most Important for Support of
Athletics
Source of Income
m —
Schools
Number
7TF
Per Cent
TbT
Grate receipts
Student tax
Entertainments (plays, pictures )-
Magazine sales
Appropriation of School Committee
Dances
Card parties
Season tickets
Donations
Solicitations
Sale of candy, ice cream
Declamation contest
32 86
18 49
16 43
12 32
7 19
b 14
2 b
4 11
3 8
3 8
3 8
1 3
revenue. Table 7 also shows that a little over half of
uhe schools have an extra-curricula fund on which athletics
may draw.
Admissions are charged to contests in nine-tenths of
the schools, but are compulsory in only three-fifths
.
An athletic tax is levied on each student in about
half of the schools, but is compulsory in only 3 per cent,
,,
r
-
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Table 7. Daoa on Some of Common Items on Aohlecic Budget
of Small Secondary Schools
Ioem on Athletic Budget
. Schools
Reporting
Practice
Num- Per
ber Cent
TT7
School committee appropriates funds for
athletics
Restrictions on use of these funds
Extra-curricula fund on which athletics may
draw
Admissions charged to contests
Admissions compulsory
Athletic tax on each student
This tax compulsory
Payment of tax admits students to games
Uniiorms provided by school for inf erscholast ic
sports
School provides uniforms for intramural sports-
School charged fee for use of any halls or like
Janitor service paid for from athletic i'unas
Rone of player transportat ion donated
One- fourth of player transportation donated
One-half of player transportation donated
Three-fourths of player transportation donated-
All of player transportation donated
Police officer never on duty at games
Police officer sometimes on duty at games
Police officer usually on duty at games
Police officer always on duty at games
Police officer paid from athletic funds
Schools "breaking even" on receipts and expense
Schools reporting surplus on athletics 1
TFT nr
11 30
10 27
20 54
33 89
23 62
17 46
1 3
13 35
34 92
3 8
8 22
5 14
17 46
2 5
4 11
3 8
10 27
7 19
7 19
9 24
13 35
12 32
26 70
12 32
while in about a third of the schools, the students are
admittea to games on payment of this tax.
--
--
,
Sources of expense * -The schools were also requested
to list in order the most expensive items on their athletic
budgets. Table 8 shows the frequency of mention of certain
items as among the three most expensive. The first three
on the table were, a3 might be expected, equipment, trans-
portation, and officials, with percentages respectively of
84, 59, and 57.
Table 8. -Frequency of Mention of Certain Items as Among
Three Most Expensive on Athletic Budget
Item of Expense Schools
Number Per Cent
a) “C2T~ ' "(37 '
31
22
21
2
1
84
59
57
5
3
Hi U.J. yiTiw11 U“ J t" ' "
iXciiiopoxua. uion-- — — — — —
UJ. X lCl t±X 3 — — ^ — — — — — — ^ — — — — — ~ — — — — - — — -
0 dill UUJ. S9X VlC
Table 7 gives other data on this topic. Uniforms for
interscholastic sports were provided for students by nine-
tenths of the schools. However, les3 than one-tenth pro-
vided uniforms for intramural sports. One-fifth of the
schools had to pay a fee for the use of a hall or field,
and one- seventh had to pay for janitor service from
athletic funds.
Since transportation is one of the most expensive
.0 1 *’ ^ iic T . r;&, r. evJec jEOi exJ .:.1 ^ ;io nJt Igi., cj
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items in most athletic budgets, an effort was made to
determine how much of the player transportation was donated
in the various schools* No transportation was donated in
about half of the schools; one-fourth, in 5 per cent; one-
half in 11 per cent; three-fourths in 8 per cent; and all
transportation was donated in about one-fourth of the
schools.
Many times situations have arisen which make it
desirable that a police officer be on duty at interscho-
lastic contests. Table 7 shows the extent to which schools
have adopted this practice as follows: officer never on
duty, one-fifth of schools; sometimes, one-fifth; usually,
one-fourth; alv/ays, about one-third. In one- third of the
schools, the officer must be paid for from athletic funds.
Nearly three-fourths of these small schools report
that they just about "break even" on receipts and expenses,
while about one-third report a surplus on athletics.
Administration of Boys* Athletics
Administrative practices . -A summary of the data on
some of the more general administrative practices is given
in Table 9. It is rather surprising to learn that only
about one- seventh of the schools in this group under
consideration belong to the Massachusetts High School
Athletic Association. The table lists the principal as
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the administrator of the athletic program in almost half of
the schools; a teacher, in 5 per cent; and the coach, in
41 per cent. In over three-fifths of the schools, the
administrator of the program also coaches; and in almost
three-fifths, his duties are compulsory.
Table 9 also shows that the administrator is compensa-
ted financially in one-fifth of the schools; by a lighter
Table 9. General Administration of Boys’ Athletic Program
Administrative Practice Schools Report-ing Practice
Number Per Cent
(1) (2)‘ TsT
Membership in State Athletic Association 10 27
Principal administrator of athletic program- 17 46
Teacher administrator of athletic program— 2 5
Coach administrator of athletic program 15 41
Administrator also coaches- 24 65
Administrative duties compulsory- 22 59
Administrator compensated financially- 8 22
Administrator compensated by lighter load— 8 22
Administrator not compensated — 21 57
teaching load in one-fifth also; and is not compensated at
all in almost three-fifths of the schools.
Coaches of Boys’ Athletics
Number of coaches per school . -In schools of this size,
most people might assume that one coach would be the maxi-
mum. The investigation showed that this was the case in

about three-fifths of the schools (see Table 10), but it
was surprising to learn that in about one-third of the
schools two coaches were available for the boys.
Table 10, Data Concerning Coaches of Boys* Athletics
Coaching Data Schools Report-ing Practice
Number
I2T
Per CentwTIT
Maximum of one coach for boys- —
Maximum of two coaches for boys
Maximum of three coaches for boys-
Maximum of four coaches for boys- —
—
At least one coach not member of faculty-
All coaches members of faculty-
Coaches with maximum college training of
two years- --
Coaches with maximum college training of
three years——
Coaches with maximum college training of
Bachelor's degree-
Coaches with maximum college training of
Master's degree ---
Coaches with at least one semester hour of
professional training-
Coaches with formal training in first aid-—
Coaches whose coaching duties are compulsory
Coach compensated financially
Coach compensated by lighter teaching load—
Coach not compensated--**-— —
Men coach girls* teams--—-— —
—
Women coach boys' teams-
Boy students coaching any sports- —
24
11
1
1
2
33
41
6
10
23
30
15
8
23
2
0
3
65
30
3
3
5
89
0
85
12
21
48
62
31
17
48
5
0
8
Coaches on faculty , -Practically nine-tenths of the
schools reported that all coaches for boys were members of
the faculty, but two schools reported that at least one of
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Training of coaches . -A question was asked to determine
what the maximum college training was of each coach. The
results show that one-eighth of the coaches hold their
Master's degree, and all except one have their Bachelor's
degree, (see Table 10)
One-fifth of the coaches had at least one semester
hour of professional training, and about half had training
in first aid.
Three-fifths of the coaches reported that their coach-
ing duties were compulsory.
Compensation of boys 1 coaches .-Almost half of the
coaches received no compensation at all, while about one-
third received money for their services, and one-sixth
were rewarded by lighter teaching loads.
Other data on coaches . -Two of the schools reported
that men coached girls' teams, but none reported that
women coached any boys' teams. The information was
volunteered that in a few cases women coached boys' teams
in the lower grades of the school system. In three of the
schools, boy students assisted in the coaching, usually in
intramural sports.
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Officials of Boys’ Athletics
Officials on faculty * -Some years ago it was not uncom-
mon for members of the faculty of small competing schools
to act as officials in contests involving their schools.
Table 11 shows what the situation is today in this respect.
About three-fourths of the schools report that officials
Table 11. Data on Officials for Boys’ Inter scholastic
Athletics
Schools Employing the Practice
Item Never Sometimes Usually Always
Num-
ber
Per
Cent
Sum-
mer
Per
Cent
Num-
ber
Per
Cent
dum-
ber
Per
Cent
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Officials on faculty
of either competing
school-- — 28 75 3 8 2 5 1 3
Officials on faculty of
any school— — 6 16 17 46 8 22 3 8
Officials members of
State Board——— — 2 5 10 27 18 49 3 8
Men officiate at
girls* games- —
-
16 43 10 27 4 11 2 6
Women officiate at
boys* games — 32 86 0 0 0 0 0 0
are never on the faculty of either competing school, while
a few answered sometimes, usually, or always. Approximately
one-sixth of the schools report that officials are never
members of any faculty; half, sometimes; one-fifth, usually;
and a few, always. About half of the schools report that

they usually employ State Board officials, while a quarter
£B
say sometimes. Two schools never use them, and three
schools, always. Two-fifths of the schools say men never
oficiate at girls’ games; one-fourth, sometimes; one-tenth,
usually; and 5 per cent, always. On women officiating at
boys' games, the situation is as expected--no school report-
ed the practice.
Student Qualifications for Athletic Participation
Physical examination . -Table 12 shows that nine-tenths
of the schools give physical examinations to candidates
for teams before they are allowed to participate in sports.
Three -fourths report that these examinations are given
annually, while one- seventh say semi-annually. In one-
fifth of the schools it is given by the doctor and nurse
together, while in about three-fourths it is given by the
doctor alone.
Financia l re sponsibili ty for injuries .-About one-fifth
of the schools reported that they paid for injuries received,
by boys in contests. However, most of them reported that
the responsibility v/as limited; the highest definite amount
stated was $15, while several answered reasonable, up to
school committee, or like.
In an effort to protect themselves on this point.
some schools have candidates bring a signed permit from
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home allowing the child to participate, and limiting the
financial responsibility of the school in case of injury.
Two-fifths of the schools reported that permits signed by
Table 12. Numbers and Percentages of Schools Reporting
Certain Student Qualifications for Athletic
Participation
Item
m
Candidates given physical examination
Examination given annually
Examination given semi-annually
Examination given quarterly
Examination given by doctor and nurse
Examination given by doctor
Examination given by nurse
Examination given by others
School pays for injuries to team members
Financial responsibility for injuries limited
Parent must sign permit allowing child to play
—
Liability of school for injuries limited by
this permit
Candidates must meet scholastic qualifications--
Players rewarded by sweaters, letters, or like--
Diploma credit given for athletic participation-
Interscho-
lastic
Program
Num- Per
ber Cent
(2) wr
33 89
28 76
5 14
0 0
7 19
26 70
0 0
' 0 0
8 22
7 19
14 38
9 24
; 32 86
33 89
4 11
the parent are required, and one-fourth state that these
permits limit the liability of the school for injuries.
Scholastic qualification s . -It is customary for schools
to require the candidate for an interscholastic team to
-.
—
—
.
meet certain scholastic qualifications . The schools in the
group under consideration follow this practice quite exten-
sively as it was reported by almost nine-tenths of them
Reward s . -As shown in Table 12, nine-tenths of the
schools reward the players on their teams in the usual way
by sweaters, letters, or the like.
One-tenth of the group also reported that diploma
credit was given for participation in interscholastic ath-
letics.
Miscellaneous Data--Boys' Athletics
Saturday contests . -Many of the smaller secondary school
seem to have been getting away from Saturday contests for
quite some time. Table 13 gives the following information
on that matter as follows: Saturday contests in Baseball-
never held, 41 per cent; sometimes, 30 per cent; usually,
4 per cent; always, none; Basketball-never held, 71 per cent
sometimes, 29 per cent; usually, 4 per cent; always, none;
Football-never held, none; sometimes, none; usually, 15 per
cent; always, 54 per cent; Tenni s- sometimes, 33 per cent;
Track-never
, 8 per cent; sometimes, 25 per cent; usually,
8 per cent; Soccer-never , 8 per cent; sometimes, 25 per cent
usually, 8 per cent.
Evening contests -The only contest that would be play-
s
ed in the evening in these small schools would be basket-
*.
.
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»
ball. The report shows that practically all schools, either
usually or always, play their boys' basketball games in the
evening.
Table 13. Boys' Interscholastic Contests Held on Saturday
Schools Holding Saturday Contests
Sports Never Sometimes Usually Always
Num-
ber
Per
Cent
lum-
ber
Per
Cent
Num-
ber
Per
Cent
Num-
ber
Per
Cent
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) [7)1 (8) (9)
Baseball 11 41 8 30 1 4 0 0
Basketball 20 71 8 29 1 4 0 0
Football 0 0 0 0 2 15 7 54
Tennis 0 0 1 33 0 0 0 0
Track 1 8 3 25 1 8 0 0
Soccer 1 8 3 25 1 8 0 0
Financial compensation to official s . -About four-fifths
of the schools reported that officials were paid. Two of
the schools reported that students sometimes served as
officials, but they received no compensation.
Type of opponent . -Very often small schools have
difficulty arranging a schedule with teams in their own
class. Table 14 gives the following information on this
point: with first teams of own class -8 per cent of the
schools played one-eisjith of their schedule; 5 per cent,
one-fourth; 22 per cent, one-half; 24 per cent, three-
fourths; and 24 per cent, all; with first teams of smaller
.,
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class-11 per cent played one-eighth of schedule; 5 per
cent, one-fourth; with first teams of larger class-8 per
cent played one-eighth of schedule; 14 per cent, one-
fourth; 22 per cent, one-half; 14 per cent, three-fourths;
and 3 per cent, all; with second or third teams of larger
class-5 per cent played one-eighth of schedule; 5 per cent,
one-fourth.
Table 14. Type of Team Played in Boys* Interscholastic
Contests
Type of Team
Numbers and Percentages of Schools
Reporting Following Approximate Propor-
tions of Schedule Played With Teams of
ated
One-
Eighth
One-
Fourth
One-
Half
Three-
Fourths All
Num-
ber
Per
Cent
Num-
ber
Per
Cent
Num-
ber
Per
Cent
Num-
ber
Per
Cent
Num-
ber
Per
Cent
u) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (V) (S3 (9) (11) CIST
First teams of
own class- 3 8 2 5 8 22 9 24 9 24
First teams of
smaller class—
—
4 11 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
First teams of
larger class 3 8 5 14 8 22 5 14 1 3
2nd or 3rd beams
of larger class— 2 5 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
Distance traveled to games . -Transportation is a very
important item to be considered by small schools when
building up an athletic schedule. Table 15 gives some
interesting information on the approximate proportion of
-~
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games played away from home at certain designated distances.
The table gives the following information on that sub-
ject: from 1 to 5 miles from home- 30 per cent of the schools
played one- eighth of their schedule of away from home
t
games; 8 per cent, one-fourth; 5 per cent, one-half; from
Table 15. Numbers and Percentages of Schools Reporting
Certain Distances Traveled To Play Contests
Away From Home by Boys.
Distance From
Home
Approximate Proportion of Games Played
Away From Home At Designated Distances
One-
Sighth
TTT
Num*
ber
(27
FeF
Cenl
(37
iTunr
tber
One-
Fourth
(47
Per
Cent
Num-
rsT
ber
(67
One-
Half
Per
Cent
Three-
Fourths
'rfum-lPer
ber
(77
dent
iJum-
(97
ber
057
All
Ter
Cent
(Ti7(87
From 1 to 5 miles-—
From 5 to 15 miles—
From 15 to 25 miles-
More than 25 miles—
11
1
4
9
30
3
11
24
3
6
10
3
8
16
27
8
2
13
9
3
5
35
24
8
0
8
1
1
0
22
3
3
0
2
1
1
0
5
3
3
5 to 15 miles from home-3 per cent of the schools played
one-eighth of schedule; 16 per cent, one-fourth; 35 per
cent, one-half; 22 per cent, three-fourths; 5 per cent,
all; from 15 to 25 miles from home-11 per cent, one-eighth
of schedule; 27 per cent, one-fourth; 24 per cent, one-
half; 3 per cent, three-fourths; 3 per cent, all; more
than 25 miles from home-24 per cent, one-eighth of schedule;
8 per cent, one-half; 3 per cent, three-fourths; and 3 per
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cent, all
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Averages of More Important
Aspects of Boys’ Interscholastic Athletics
Number of candidates , -Table 16 shows the average num-
ber of candidates in the following sports to bet baseball,
21; basketball, 20; football, 26; track, 16; and soccer, 28.
Percentage of boys participating .-About one-third of
the boys enrolled in schools that maintained baseball par-
ticipated in the sport; basketball, the same; football,
about two-fifths; track, one-fourth; and soccer, about two-
fifths.
Number of weeks conducted . -Table 16 also shows the
average number of weeks the various sport3 are conducted to
be as follows: baseball, 10; basketball, 12; football, 10;
track, 7; soccer, 8.
Number of contests per season .-The average number of
contests per season in the various sports is as follows:
baseball, 12; basketball, 14; football, 8; track, 4; and
soccer, 9.
Playing time per contest . -The average playing time in
minutes for each contest in basketball was 34; football, 44;
and soccer, 37.
Number of days practice conducted . -Table 16 shows the
average number of days practice in each sport to be:
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baseball, 3; basketball, 3; football, 4; track, 3; and
soccer, 2.
Length of practice session . -The average length in
minutes of a practice session in baseball was 98; basket
ball, 91; football, 106; track, 63 ; and soccer, 90.
Table 16. Averages of More Important Aspects of Boys'
Interscholastic Sports
Item of 7/hich
Average Determined Base-
ball
Bas-
ket- ;
ball;
Foot-
ball- Track
3oc-
ser
(1) (
2
) (3 ) 4 (4) (5) (6)
Humber of candidates 21 20 26 16 28
Percentage of boys' enrollment
participating 31 31 38 26 44
Humber of weeks sport conducted
—
10 12 10 6 8
Humber of contests per season 12 14 8 4 9
Playing time per contest
in minutes 34 44 -- 37
Humber of days practice
conducted per week 3 3 4 5 2
Length of practice session
in minutes 98 91 106 63 90
Hame Of
Interscholastic Sport
Minima and Maxima of More Important
Aspects of Boys' Interscholastic Athletics
Humber of candidates .-Table 17 shows the minimum and
maximum number of candidates in baseball to be 10 and 3d;
basketball-9 and 30; football-15 and 35; track-9 and 20;

36
soccer-23 and 30.
Percentage of boys placing snorts . -The minima and
maxima percentages of the boys' enrollment of the various
schools engaging in the listed sports are as follows:
baseball-20 and 100; basketball-16 and 75; football-25 and
Table 17. Minima and Maxima of More Important Aspects of
Boys' Interscholastic Sports For Which Averages
of Table 16 Have Been Determined
flame of Interscholastic Sport
Items Baseball Basketball Football Track Soccer I
Min-
imum
Max-
imum
Min-
imum
Max-
imum
Min-
imum;
Max-
imum
Min-
imum
Max-
imum
Min-
imum
Max4
imum
(1) (2) (3) (4) ( 5 ) (6) (7) (8) (y) run (ii
:
Dumber of
candidates 10 35 y — 30 15 35 y 20 23 30
Percentage of
boys ' enrollment
part icipa c ing-
—
20 100 16 75 25 52 16 75 32 100
Dumber of weeks
conducted 6 12 6 18 8 13 1 16 6 11
Dumber of contests
per season 6 16 8 18 5 y 1 8 8 11
Playing time per
eont e st -minutes- 32 40 36 60 .. 32 40
Dumber of days per
week practice 2 5 2 4 3 5 2 4 2 3
Length of practice
session in min-
utes 60 140 60 150 75 150 30 100 yo yo
V'
52; track-16 and 75; soccer-32 and 100.
Dumber of weeks conduct ea .-Table 17 shows that the
minimum and maximum number of weeks baseball was conducted
-... :
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were 6 and 12; basketball-6 and 18; l'ootball-8 and lb;
track-1 and 16; soccer-6 and 11.
37
Number of congests per season . -In baseball, the min-
imum and maximum number of contests per season were 6 and
16; basketball-8 and 18; football-5 and 9; track-1 and 8;
soccer-8 and 11.
Playing time per congest in minutes .-Table 17 re orts t
the minimum and maximum playing time in minutes per contest
for basketball at 32 and 40; football?36 and 60; soccer-
32 and 40.
Number of aays practice held .-The minimum and maximum
number of days per week practice was held for baseball were
2 and 5; basketball-2 ana 4; football-3 and 6; track-2 ana
4; soccer-2 and 3.
Length of practice session . -The minimum ana maximum
lengths of practice sessions in baseball were reported as
60 and 140 minutes; basketball-60 ana 150 minutes; football-
75 and 150 minutes; track-30 and 100 minutes; soccer-90
minutes for each.
Administration of Girls' Athletic Program
Administrative practices . -A summary of the data on
some of the more general administrative practices for girls
is given in Table 18. This table lists the principal as
•.
;
- ;
T
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che administrator oi the girls' program in athletics in
one-fourth of the schools; the coach of the girls, in three-
fifths of uhe schools. In somev/hat over three-fifths of the
schools, the administrator of the program also coaches; in
a similar number of schools, uhese aaminist rative duties
are compulsory.
Table 16. General Administration of Girls' Athletic Program
Administrative Practice Schools Eeport-
Number Per Cent
(1) ( 2 J <3)
Principal administrator ol athletic program- 7 25
Teacher administrator of athletic program £ 7
Coach administrator of athletic program 17 61
Administrator also coaches 18 64
Administrative duties compulsory 18 64
Administrator compensated financially 5 18
Administrator compensated by lighter load 2 7
Administrator not compensated 20
t
71
TaDle 18 also shows that the administrator of girls'
athletics is compensated financially for his work in about
one-fifth of the schools, by a lighter teaching load in
less than one-tenth, and is not compensated at all in almost
three-fourths of the schools#
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Coaches of Girls’ Athletics
Number of coaches per school .-Practically all of the
schools hacl only one coach for girls. Table 19 shows that
about nine-tenths of the schools had a maximum of one
coach for girls; two schools, a maximum of two coaches; and
one school, a maximum of three coaches for girls.
Table 19. Data Concerning Coaches of Girls' Athletics
Coaching Data
—
m
Schools
ing Prj
s Report
-
ictice
Number Per Cent
(2) (3)
25 89
£ 7
1 4
4 14
£4 86
£ 7
2 7
24 86
0 0
6 21
16 57
18 64
11 59
2 7
20 71
Maximum of one coach for girls
Maximum of two coaches for girls
—
Maximum of three coaches for girls-
All coaches members of faculty
Coaches with maximum college training of
two years-
Coaches with maximum college trainxng of
three years
Coaches with maximum college training of
Bachelor's degree
Coaches with maxxmum college training of
Master's degree
Coaches having at least one semester hour
of professional training
Coach compensated linancially-
Coach compensated by lighter i
Coach not compensated
.,
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Coaches on faculty .-Almost nine-tenths oi the schools
reported that all coaches i'or girls were on the faculty,
but one-seventh stated uhaC at least one coach was not.
However, most of the latter group were merely serving as
assistants
•
Training oi girls’ coaches .-A question was asked to
determine what che maximum amount of college training was
for each coach of girls' athletics. The results show
that almost nine-tenths had a bachelor's degree, although
a few had less than four years of college work.
One-fifth of the girls' coaches had at least one
semester hour of professional training, and almost three-
fifths had formal training in first aid.
About three-fifths of the coaches reported that their
coaching duties were compulsory.
Compensation of girls' coaches .-Table 19 also shows
that two-fifths of these coaches were compensated fin-
ancially; less than one-tenth, by a lighter teaching load;
and almost three-fourths received no compensation.
Officials of Girls' Athletics
Officials on faculty . -About four-fifths of the schools
report that officials are never on the faculty of either
competing school, while a few gave the answer sometimes.
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or usually. Table 20 also shows that one-tenth of the
schools report that officials are never on the faculty of
any school; one-half, sometimes; about one-thirci, usually;
and. one school, always.
Table E0. Data on Officials for Girls' Interscholastic
Athletics
Schools Employing the Practice
Item Never Sometimes Usually Always
Num-
ber-
Per
Cent
Num-
ber
Per
Cent
£ uni-
ter
Per
Cent
Num-
ber
Per
Cent
(1
J
(2) (3) (4) (5) 6) (7) (8) (9)
Officials on faculty
of either competing
school 23 62 E 7 2 7 0 0
Officials on faculty
of any school 3 11 13 46 b 29 1 4
Ofxicials members of
State Boara 3 11 8 29 9 32 4 14
As to officials being members of the State Board, the
schools report as follows: one-tenth say never; one-tnird,
sometimes; one-third, usually; and one-seventh, always.
Miscellaneous Data--Girls' Athletics
Saturday contests . -Table El shows "Chat Saturday con-
tests in interscholastic sports for girls are very uncom-
mon. The names of the sports and the proportions of
schools reporting that these games were never played on
-, ,
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Saturday are as follows: basketball, four-filths ; neid
hockey, almost seven-tenths; tennis, one-hall; and track,
one- fourth. One-fifth of the schools said that Saturday
contests in basketball were sometimes held; one-half gave
the same answer for crack. No school reported contests
in any sport as being usually or always held on Saturday.
Table 21. Girls’ Interscholastic Contests Held on
Saturday
Schools Holding Saturday Contests
Sports Never Sometimes Usually Always
Num-
ber
Per
Cent
Num-
ber
Per
Cent
Jum-
)er
Per
Cent
Num-
ber
?er
2en
t
(1) (2) (a) (4) (5) 6) (7) (8) ; 9
)
Baseball 1 17 0 0 0 0 0 0
Basketball 22 82 5 19 0 0 0 0
Field hockey 4 67 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tennis 1 b0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Track 1 25 2 50 0 0 0 0
Evening contest
s
.-Basketball was the only sport that
these schools v/ould be conducting in the evening. Almost
two-thirds of the schools reported that girls' contests in
this sport were usually or always held in the evening; one-
fifth, never; and one-seventh, sometimes.
Financial compensation to officials .-About four-fifths
of the schools reported that officials in girls' contests
f
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were paid, while one school said they were not.
Student officials .-Very lew schools reported that stu-
dents took any part in the officiating aC contests for
girls. Only one school answered that they played a part
in int erscholastic or intramural contests in this respect.
Type of opponent .-Table 22 shows "Chao the numbers and
percentages of schools reporting certain proportions of
their schedules as oeing played with teams of designated
classes. The following data was secured on this point:
with xirst teams of own class- 11 per cent of the schools
played one-fourth oi their schedule; 2^ per cent, one-half;
18 per cent, three- fourths ; and 22 per cent, all; with
first o earns of smaller class -lfc per cent of the schools
reported that the girls played one-fourth of their schedule
with first teams of larger class-7 per cent of the schools
played one-eighth of the girls' schedule; 21 per cent, one-
fourth; 21 per cent, one-half; 7 per cent, three-fourths;
ana 4 per cent, all; with second or third teams of larger
class-4 per cent of the schools played one-eighth of their
girls' schedule. Most of these smaller schools confine
the greater part of their contests to those with teams of
their own class.
,,
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Table 22. Type of Team Played in Girls' Interscholastic
Contests
Type of Team
Numbers ana Percentages of Schools Hep o it
ing Poliowing Approximate Proportions of
Schedule Played With Teams of Type
Designated
One-
Pight
h
One-
Fourth
“One"-"
Half
Three-
Fourths All
11 am-
ber
Per
Cent
Num-
ber
Per
Cent
Num-
ber
Per
Cent
Num-
ber
Per
Cent
Num-
ber
Per
Cent
(1) (2) (s) (4) (6) (6) (7) (6) (9) (10}rnrr
First teams of
own class 0 0 3 11 8 2y b 18 6 21
First teams of
smaller class 0 0 4 14 0 0 0 0 0 0
First teams of
larger class 2 7 6 21 6 21 2 7 1 4
2nd or 3rd teams
of larger class-- 1 4 0 0 0
,
0 0 0 0 0
Distance traveled to games . -Table 23 deals with the
distance traveled by girls' teams in order to play their
away from home contests. The table gives the following
information on the subject: from 1 to b miles from home-
14 per cent of the schools reported that one- eighth of
their schedule of away from home games was played within
these distances; 11 per cent, one-fourth; 7 per cent, one-
half; 4 per cent, three-fourths; from 5 to lb miles from
home-7 per cent of the schools played one-fourth of their
schedule; 32 per cent, one-half; £1 per cent, three- fourths;
;
7 per cent, all; from lb to 25 miles from home- 14 per cent
of the schools played one-eighth of their schedule; 25 per
cent, one- fourth; 18 per cent, one-half; more than 2b miles
from home- 7 per cent of the schools played one-eighth of
girls* schedule; 14 per cent, one-half; and 4 per cent, all.
Table 2b, Numbers and Percentages of Schools Reporting
Certain Distances Traveled to Play Contests
Away Prom Rome by Girls.
Approximate Proportion of Games Played
Away Prom Home At Designated Distances
Distance Prom
Home
One-
Eighth
One-
Fourth
One-
Half
Three-
Fourths
All
Num-
ber
Per
Cent
Num-
ber
Per
Cent
Num-
ber
Per
Cent
Num-
ber
Per
Cent
lum-
ber
Per
Cent
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) rrr no] nrr
Prom 1 to 5 miles 4 14 5 11 2 7 1 4 0 0
Prom 5 to 15 miles
—
0 0 2 7 9 52 6 21 2 7
From 15 to 25 miles- 4 14 7 25 5 18 0 0 0 0
More than 25 miles 2 7 0 0 4 14 0 ; ~"0~ l 1 4
Averages of More Important
Aspects of Girls' Interscholastic Athletics
Number of candidates .-Table 24 shows the average num-
ber of candidates for girls' sports as follows: baseball,
18; basketball, 22; field hockey, 2b; and track, 15.
Percentage of girls' participat ing .-fthere the aciiiviw
ties were maintained, 34 per cent of the girls' enrollment
--
I
.
...
.
,
;
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_
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participated in each of the three sports baseball, basket-
ball, and field hockey. Sixteen per cent took part in
track.
Table 24. Averages of More Important Aspects of Girls'
Interscholastic Sports
Item of Which
Hame Of
Int erscholast ic Sport
Average Determined Base-
ball
Bas-
ket-
ball
Tield
Hock-
ey
Orach
Soc-
cer
(1) (2) (3) (
4
) (5) ( 6
)
Humber of candidates 18 22 25 15
Percentage of girls' enrollment
participating 24 34 34 16 -
Humber of weeks sport conducted—
-
9 11 9 5 -
Humber of contests per season 6 11 8 3 -
Playing time per contest
in minutes - 31 54 - -
Humber of days practice
conducted per week 4 2 3 5 -
Length of practice session
in minutes 90 65 108 60
Humber of weeks conduct ed .-Table 24 also shows the
average number of weeks the various sports for girls were
conducted to be: baseball, 9; basketball, 11; field hockey,
9; and track, 5.
Humber of contests per season.-The average number of
contests per season in the various sports for girls is as
follows: baseball, 6; basketball, 11; field hockey, 8; and
.,
.
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track, 3
Playing time per cent est .-The average playing time
for each contest in "basketball was 31 minutes; in field
hockey, 54 minutes*
Number of days practice conducted .-Table 24 shows the
average number of days per week practice to be conducted as
follows; baseball, 4; basketball, 3; field hockey, 3;
track, 5.
Length of practice session .-The average length in
minutes of the practice sessions for the girls' sports was
as follows; baseball, 90; basketball, 85; field hockey, 108;
and track, 60.
Minima and Maxima of More Important
Aspects of Girls' Interscholastic Athletics
Number of candidates .-Table 25 shows the minimum and
maximum number of candidates in baseball to be 15 and 25;
basketball, 10 and 35; field hockey, 18 and 30; track, 15
and 15.
Percentage of girls part icipating .-The minima and
maxima percentages of girls of the various schools engaging
in the listed sports are reported in Table 25 as follows;
baseball, 19 and 68; basketball, 10 and 68; field hockey,
20 and 46; track, 25 and 41.
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Number of weeks conducted. -The minimum and maximum
number of weeks baseball was conducted were 8 and 10;
basketball, 6 and 16; field hockey, 6 and 14; and track
1 and 6.
Table 25. Minima and Maxima of More Important Aspects of
Girls’ Int erscholastic Sports For Which Averages
of Table 24 Have Been Determined
Name of Interscholastic Snort
Items Baseball Basketball FieldHockey
rrack
BE:
imun
*'ax-
imuii
Min-
imum
Max-
imun
i£in-
imun
Max-
imun
UTin-
Lmun
ilax-
imum
Number of candidates 15 25 10 35 18 30 15 15
Percentage of girlsJ
enrollment partici-
pating 19 68 10 68 20 46 25 41
Number of weeks conducted 8 10 6 16 6 14 1 8
Number of contests
per season-- — -- 5 8 5 15 6 10 1 4
Playing time per contest
in minutes . 28 32 30 90 .
Number of days per week
practice conducted — 3 4 1 5 2 5
Length of practice ses-
sion in minutes 60 120 60 120 90 150 -
Number of contests per season . -Table 25 also shows
the minimum and maximum number of contests per season to
be in baseball, 5 and 8; basketball, 5 and 15; field hockey,
6 and 10; track, 1 and 4.

Playing time per contest in minutes . -In basketball,
the minimum playing time per contest was 28 minutes, while
the maximum was 32 minutes. The other sports were not
run by periods of definite length.
Humber of days practice held .-Table 25 gives the
following data on the minimum and maximum number of days
per week practice was held for girls in the following
sports: baseball, 3 and 4; basketball, 1 and 5; field
hockey, 2 and 5.
Length of practice session for girls . -The minimum and
maximum lengths in minutes of practice sessions in baseball
were 60 and 120; basketball, 60 and 120; and field hockey.
.-•
,
. :
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Intramural Athletics
Comparatively little is oeing aone in line iieia oi in-
tramural atnletics ior tne smaller secondary schools oi
Massachusetts, Fifty- four per cent oi the schools are
carrying on some type of program ior coys, and b2 per cent
are doing the same for girls. However, even in uiiese
schools, the intramural program is oi a greatly restricted,
nature
.
Many of these small schools attempt to justify their
failing on this point oy stating that there are not enough
students in their type of school to enaole them to conduct
both an intramural ana interscholastic program of athletics
and that the students prefer the interscholastic program.
Most oi the activities being conducted in intramural
programs, such as oaSKetoail and oas call, have little 11
any carry-over value. Opportunity shouici do given ior
pupils to learn games that they are apt to participate in
alter leaving school. Some oi the games which nave this
carry-over value are tennis, golf, and skating.
The chiel aim of the intramural program is voluntary
- 50-
.,
,
.
.
«
Li
participation by aii students in some 01 the activities
being offered. A remoter, hat nevertheless important, aim
is an enjoyable partieipa «ion alter leaving school in at
least one oi the spores learnea in the intramural program
at school.
Interscholastic Athletics
Practically all the schools included in this si uay
maintained some sort oi inteischolastic athletic program
for boys. The only one which lailed to, was a new school
which as yet had not haa time to organize one. Seventy-six
per cent of the schools had some sore oi athieeic program
conducted on an interscholastic oasis lor girls. An invest-
igation oi athletics in high-schools in the northwest snow-
ed that ”S£ per cent oi the schools oi this size maintained
athletic programs on an interscholastic basis ior girls.
A majority oi the schools maintained three sports ior
boys, and bt> per cent, at least two sports. The situation
was quite aii'ierent with the girls where 43 per cent main-
tained only one sport and £4 conducted two.
Most ol the sports conducted haa no carry-over value.
-he most popular ior boys were Daseball, basket call, ana
football, i’or girls, basketball was lar ahead oi any other
activity. There is little or no reason why activities with
l/ John M. Booth, "An Investigation in Interscholastic
Athletics in Northwestern High-Schools,” School .Review
,
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more carry-over value cannot ue substituted ior some 01 the
others.
Forty-three per cent oi the schools owned tneir gym-
nasiums; bl per cent, their athletic iieids. About one-
third oi the schools owned lockers and showers ior boys and
girls. Very few have tennis courts. Most oi the facilities
were in good condition and were adjacent to the schools.
Finance is a very important item in the athletic pro-
grams oi small schools. Gate receipts wei e the most
important source oi revenue, although student taxes, enter-
tainments, and magazine sales furnish a large part oi TJhe
receipts. About one-thira oi uhe schools enjoy appropria-
tions from school committees. Authorities say there should
be more income from the latter source to enable athletics
to be conducted lor the greatest good oi she greatest
number.
The chief items oi expense were, as expected, equip-
ment, transportation, and officials. A considerable
number oi schools make a saving by having some oi their
player transportation donated.
Most oi the schools just about "break even" on receipts
and expenditures. The report by Booth on Northwestern
high-schools said "there was a slight tendency for expenses
to exceed receipt s*"i/
i biu
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Contrary to general opinion, only 27 per cent of these
small schools belong to the Massachusetts High School
Athletic Association.
Administration of the boys program is in the hands of
the principal in about half of the schools, and under con-
trol of the coach in two-fifths of them. For the girls, the
principal has charge in a quarter of the schools; the coach,
in three-fifths.
In a majority of the schools, these administrative
duties are compulsory, and these is no compensation for
them.
In most of the schools, one coach is the maxium for
either boys or girls, although in about one-third of the
schools, the boys had two coaches.
Most of the coaches for both boys and girls held their
Bachelor’s degree, had no professional training, had formal
training in first aid, were not compensated in any manner
for coaching, and found their coaching duties compulsory.
Ho woman coached any boys' teams, and very few men coached
any girls 1 teams. Students did bvt little coaching. The
National Survey reports that “in all schools but one, the
girls’ teams are coached by a woman. „i/
i7“f7 Roy Erammell, Intramural and Interscholastic Athletics
National Survey of Secondary Education. Monograph Number
27. United States Government Printing Office, Washington,
D. C. 1933. P.77
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About one -sixth of the schools reported that faculty
members of competing schools sometimes served as officials
54
in these contests. Most schools had faculty members of
some school serving as officials either sometimes or usually
Only two schools said they never employed State Board offi-
cials. Forty-three per cent reported that men never officia
ted at girls’ games. Nobody reported that women officiated
at boys’ contests except down in the sixth or seventh grade.
The National Survey discovered that "about 50 per cent of
the schools stated that girls’ games are handled by men
y
officials .
"
Nine-tenths of the schools gave physical examinations
to candidates for teams and in all of these cases the ex-
amination was given either by a doctor alone, or by a doctor
and nurse together.
Only about one-fifth of the schools paid even a part of
the expenses for injuries sustained while engaging in con-
tests. About two -fifths require permits signed by parents
before a student may participate in contests. The National
Survey found that "in most of the schools the players them-
2/
selves bear the expense." Marshall found that in Kansas
1/ Loc . cit
.
y Op. cit. p.132
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high schools "26 paid the doctors’ hills, 28 reported they
did not
,
and 14 paid in part .
^
Practically nine-tenths of the schools required that
scholastic standards he met. The same number rewarded play-
ers in the usual way by sweaters or letters. Marshal found
in hi s Kansas survey ”46 schools gave letters, hut 27 dia no
Saturday contests were seldom held except in football.
In the latter sport, about four-fifths of the schools usuall
or always held these contests on Saturday.
Most schools reported that their basketball games for
both boys and girls were usually or always held in the eve-
ning.
7
»ijj/
Practically all the schools reported that their offi-
cials were paid for their services.
Both boys and girls generally played first teams in
their own class, although a considerable number played
first teams of a larger class in portions of their schedu-
les.
For both boys and girls, most of the schools played
the larger part of their away-from-home contests between
5 and 25 miles from home. Eight per cent reported that one-
half of this part of their schedule was played more than 25
miles from home, while 3 pe r cent said this situation exist?
ed for all of their away from home games.
l/G.H. Marshall, op. cit
,
p. 114
2/Ibid. p. 115
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The average number of boy candidates in baseball was
21 ; basketball
,
20 ; football, 26; track, 16; and soccer, 28.
56
Monograph 27 of the National Survey reports the average for
the United States in schools enrolling 100 and fewer, and
those enrolling between 101 and 300 to be respectively as
follows: "Baseball-17 and 20; basketball-17 and 22; foot-
i/
ball-20 and 29; track-12 and 20."
The average percentages of boys participating in the
various sports where the 7/ were maintained were as follows:
baseball, 31; basketball, 31; football, 38; track, 26; and
soccer, 44. Comparable figures of the National Surve;/ on thi
item for the two groups of schools previously mentioned were
"baseball-68 and 27; basketball -68 and 30; football-80 and
2/
s
39; track-50 and 27." ~ The North Central Report of 1934
on this topic for schools of 200 or under gives the followirj|g
percentages: "baseball-33; basketball-35; football-44; and
3/
track-27 •
"
Baseball was conducted on the average, 10 weeks per
year; basketball, 12; football, 10; track, 7; and soccer, 8 .
The comparison with the National Survey is as follows:
"baseball-8 . 3 weeks; basketball-12.9; football-10.6; and
•• 4/
track-9
•
1 .
1/P. Roy Brammell, op. cit. p. 55
2/Loc
,
cit.
3/E .E.Morley
,
op. cit. p. 457
4/p. Roy Brammell, op. cit. p. 51
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The average number of contests for boys per year in the
listed sports was as follows: baseball-12 games; basketball-
14; football-8; track-4; and soccer 9 games. This compares
with the National Survey as follows: "baseball-8.4 contests
1/
per year; basketball-16.1; football-7.8; and track-4.6."
The average length in minutes of the practice session
for boys in baseball was 98; basketball , 91 ; football, 106;
track, 63; and soccer, 90. The National Survey comparison
is as follows: "baseball, 96.6 minutes; basketball, 90.0;
2/
football, 105.1; and track, 81.6."
The average number of candidates in sports provided for
girls was follows: baseball, 18; basketball, 22; field
hockey, 25; track, 15. ¥he only National Survey figures
available were those for the average of schools of all sizes
which were as follows: "baseball, 19; basketball, 24; field
3/
hockey, 34; and track, 23."
Thirty-four was the average percentage of girls that
participated in each of the first three sports where they
were conducted, but track had 16 per cent. In 1934 The
North Central Association conducted a survey among schools
of this size that belonged to the organization, 'i'he results
in percentages on average participation were as follows:
T/lbid.p. 5
I
2/lbid. p. 58
3/lbid. p. 51
• •
-
.
*
*
• •
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"baseball, 30; basketball, 28; field hockey, no report given
1/
and track, 18."
The athletic situation in smaller secondary schools of
Massachusetts compares, on the whole, very favorably with
that in similar size schools in other parts of the United
States. However, much work remains to get a greater per-
centage of the student body to participate in the athletic
activities offered, to place more stress on sports which
possess a carry-over value, and not only to subordinate to,
but also to dovetail athletics with the educational aims of
the school.
I./E. E. Morley, op. cit. p. 457
.


Norwood Senior High School
Norwood, Mass*
February 10,iy36
Mr* John L. Brown, Principal
Westlana High School
Wes'S lana, Massachusetts
My aear Mr. Brown:
While teaching and coaching at one of the smaller high
schools 01 Massacnusett s , I oiten wondered what similar
schools were doing in regard to Int erseholastic and Intra-
mural Athletics. Considering this a matter of interest ana
importance, I decided to make a survey of the situation, and
drew up uiie enclosed checking list. Several administrators
have answered it in thirty minutes.
Would you cooperate on this problem by seeing that this
checking list is answered and returned to me by February EE
if possible? I am eager to have answers to all questions,
out if you are unable to complete tne entire list, please
give approximate answers to as many as possible. Give data
for current school year if available; otherwise, for the
year 1934-nb. Whatever information you may give, will ue
greatly appreciated.
If you desire a summary of my findings, please indicate
.,
.
.
.
t
.
uelow in uhe soace provided. A stamped addressed envelope
is enclosed ior j’our convenience*
Do you desire
a summary? Very truly yours,
(Circle)—Yes No
D. Vincent Kenefick
Checking list on:-
Int e r s ch o la s t i c ano Int ramural A shle u -lcs In
Smaller Se condary Schools ol Massachus etts
.
.
Name ol person reporting Position
1 . -L. —
Name ol school Name of town
Enrollment of school by grades and sex—Please answe r only
for grades included in your school .
Grade Boys Gi rl s Total
11
IE
Totals
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I, Types oi Aunie
t
ic Activibi«-s Maintained by Your School
A. IET EESCHOIA STIC ac'Civiues uiainiiainea lor BOYS ana C-IRLS
Types oi
IRTRRSCHO-
IASTIC
Athletic
Activities
Please check in the columns below, those
athletic activities maintained lor BOYS arid
GIRLS on an IKTBRSCHOLAST IC basis in hie
various grades
—
check only ioi grao.es in-
cluded in your school .
Grace y Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12
toys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys 51715
1. Basketball
2. Baseball 1
5. Football
4. Track
5. Ice Hockey
6 • Field Hock*
7. Tennis
i i i ,
If you maintain any other iMlERSCHOmASilC sports* iist
ana check.
o
.
y •
B. IRTRAMURAL activities maintained lor BOYS ana GIRLS
10 .
11 .
Types oi
Please check in uhe columns uelow, tnose athie—
tic activities maintained ior BOYS and GIRLS on
IHTRAMURAL an IETRAMURAL uasis in the various giaues--check
Athletic oni.y ioi graces included in y o ur school .
Activities
Grad<3 y Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12
Soys Girls Boy s Girls Boy s Girls Girls
1 Basket ball!
2 • Baseball
3. Football
4. Tag *“
5. Soccer
6 • Track
Ice Hockeyl
6 • Field Hockey]
y. Tennis
1

If ;ou maintain any other INTRA1!URAI sports, iibu ana
check them. k
.
_____
10 .
11 .
4 "
±z •
is.
14 .
II. Athletic Faoliitiea
A. Please check uni u s oi atnletic equipment owned by scnoo
( Jgymnasicun ( ) showers for boys
( )athletic field ( )girls' locker room
( Jtennis coart ( )showers for girls
( ) boys' locker room
B. Please circle G. F. or P. to indicate whether the follow-
ing equipment is Good , Fair , or Poor .
Gymnasium --G. F. P.
Athletic Field G. F. P.
Tennis court G. F. P.
Boys* locker room-G.F. P.
Showers for uoys G. F. P.
Girls' locker room--G. F. p.
Showers for girls G. F. p.
C. Please circle Yes or No to indicate if following facili-
ties are adjacent to school .
Gymnasium Yes No
Athletic Field-Yes No
Tennis court Yes No
Boys' locker room-Yes No
Showers for boys Yes No
Girls' locker room-Yes No
Showers for girls—Yes No
III. Financing Athletic Program—
(
Please circle Yes or No)
1. Does school com't. appropriate funds for athletics?Yes No
If yes, are there restrictions on their use? Yes |Jo
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2.
Does school have an ej5.ura-cu.rrj.cula iunu on which
athletics may draw? Yes No
3. Are admissions charged to contests? Yes No
4, Is an athletic tax levied on each student?--——Yes No
5 • If yes, is this tax compulsory? --Yes No
6. Does payment ox this tax admit students to games? Yes No
7. Does school provide uniforms for interscholastic
sports? — -------— —-—Yes No
b. Does school provide uniforms for intramural sport s?Yes No
9* Is school charged fee for use of halls or fields?-Yes No
If yes, for what sports
10 .Must janitor service be paid for from athletic fund?Yes No
11.What proportion of player transportation is donated?
-g- t All None( Circle )
12.
Check whether have a police officer on duty
( )Never; ( )Sometimes; ( )Usually; ( )Always
Yes No
13.
Does this officer have to be paid from athletic iunds?
3-4 .Do you generaily”oreak even"on receipts and expenses?
Yes NO
15* Do you generally have a surplus?* Yes NO
16. list in order the four most important sources of receipts
a. ' c.
b •
17. List in order the four most expensive items (such as
unilorms, transportation) on your athletic budget.
b. u.
------
.
.
-
'/
;
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IV.
A.
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
Administration of Boys’ Athletic Program
General Adrninistration--Boys ’ Athletic Program .
Does your school belong to the Mass. H. S. Athletic
Assoc.? ' Yes
Official position of administrator of the athletic
program
Does this administrator also coach?--( circle) --Yes
Are these administrative duties compulsory?-( Circle
Yes
65
No
No
)~
No
5. Check how administrator is compensated for this work--
( )financially; ()lighter teaching load; () no compen-
sation
6. Do you have physical training classes for boys?--
— (circle) Yes No
If so, how many periods per week
B. Coaches --Boys ’ Athletics
1. How many coaches have you for the boys?
2 . Are all these coaches on faculty of
If not, what coaches are not?
school?
—
(Circle )--
Yes No
3.
Check the extent of college training of the coaches--
Coach No.l No. 2 No. 3 Coach No.l No. 2 No.
3
( ) ( ) ( )2 years ( ) ( ) ( ) Bach. deg.
( ) ( ) ( )3 years ( ) ( ) ( )Mast.deg.
4.
State number of semester hours of professional athletic
training of Coach No.l ; Coach No. 2 ; Coach
No.
3
5. Check to indicate if these coaching duties are compul-
sory-^ ) coach no.l ()coach no. 2 ()coa§h no.
3
6. Check to indicate if coach has had formal training in
first- aid--()Coach No.l ()Coach No. 2 ()Coach No.
3
7. Check method by which coach is compensated for coaching
Financially Coach No.l() Coach No.2() Coach No.3(
Lighter teaching load-Coach No.l () Coach No. 2 ()
No compensation--Coach No.l () Coach No. 3 ()
Coach No. 2 () Coach No. 3 ()
-• • •
.
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8. Do men coach any girls’ teams? ( Circle ) --Yes No
If yes, state which
___
9. Do
If
women coach any boys’
yes, state which
teams? (Circle ) -Yes No
10. Do
If
boy students coach any
yes, st at e wh i ch
sports? --( Circle ) -Yes No
11. How many periods are there in your school day?
12. State the teaching and coaching program of coaches:
Coach No.l
Coach No.
2
Coach No .3
C. Officials—Boys ’ Inter scholastic Athletics
1. Check whether officials are on faculty of either com-
peting school ( )Never ()Sometimes ( )Usually ()Always
2. Check whether officials are on faculty of any school--
()Never ()Sometimes ( )Usually ( )Always
3. Check to indicate if officials are members of State
Board of Officials
— ( )Never ( )Sometimes ( )Usually
( )Always
4. Are officials compensated financially?— ( Circle ) --Yes Nc|>
5. Do students ever serve as off icials?--(Circle)--Yes No
If yes, in what sports
6. Check to indicate if men officiate at girls’ games--
( )Never ()Sometimes ( )Usually () Always
7. Check to indicate if women officiate at boys’ games--
( )Never ()Sometimes ( )Usually ( )Always
D. Student Qualifications—Athletic Activit ie
s
1. Are candidates given a physical examination?--( Circle
)
Interscholastic sports--Yes No Intramural Yes No
2. Check to indicate If examination is given--
() Annually; () Semi-annually; ( )Quarterly
- •
.
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3. Check to indicate if examination is given by--
()Doctor; ()Nurse; ()Others
4. Does school pay for injuries to team members?--( circle
)
Interscholast ic sports--Yes No; Intramural --Yes No
5. Is this financial responsibility limited?--(Circle)--
Interscholastic sports--Yes No; Intramural- -Yes No
6. If answer to 5 is yes, to what amount is it limited? --
Interscholastic sports ; Intramural
__
7. Do parents have to sign permits allowing children to
play?-Interscholastic sports Yes No; Intramural-Yes No
8. Do these permits limit liability of school for injuries?
--(Circle) —Interscholastic sports—Yes No; Intramural
Yes No
9. Must candidate meet scholastic qualifications for
— ( Circle ) --Interscholastic sports--Yes No; Intramural
Yes No
10. Are members of varsity team eligible for team in same--
Intramural sport? (Circle) Yes No
11. Are players rewarded by sweaters, letters, or like? ( Circle
)
Interscholastic sports--Yes No; Intramural--Yes No
12. Is diploma credit given for athletic participation?--
Yes No
If yes, to what extent
E. Miscellaneous Data- -Interscholastic Athletic Activities
for Boys
1 . Check to indicate how often contests in following sport
are he TcT on Saturday
. ( Insert names oT sports )
Basketball
— ( )Never; ()Sometimes; ( )Usually; () Always
____--( )Never; ()Sometimes; ( )Usually; ()Always
'
— ()Never; ()Sometimes; ( )Usually; ( )Always
— ()Never; ( ) Some t ime s ; ( )Usually; ()Always
2. Check to indicate how often contests in following sport
are heTcT in The evening! (Insert names of sports)
Basketball ()Never; ()Sometimes; ( )Usually; () Always
( )Never; ()Sometimes; ( )Usually; () Always
,,
'
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--( )Never; ( )Sometimes ; ( )Usually; ( )Always
--()Never; OSometimea; ()Usually; ( )Always
3. Please circle the approximate proportion of your Inter-
scholastic schedule that is played with teamsoT the
foTlowing types
First teams of own class 1/8 l/4 l/2 3/4 all
First teams of smaller class l/8 l/4 l/2 3/4 all
First teams of larger class 1/8 l/4 l/2 3/4 all
2nd or 3rd teams of larger classl/8 l/4 l/2 3/4 all
4. Please circl e the proportion of your games played away
from home that are app roxlmat eTy-
-
From 1 to 5 miles from home l/8 l/4 l/2 3/4 all
From 5 to 15 miles from home 1/8 l/4 l/2 3/4 all
From 15 to 25 miles from home— l/8 l/4 l/2 3/4 all
More than 25 miles from home 1/8 l/4 l/2 3/4 all
V. Please insert in spaces provided below
,
the names of
your Inter scHoTastic sports for BOYS and answer the
questions pertaining to each .
A. Name of sport
1. Number of candidates for team
2. Number of weeks in year sport conducted
3.
Number of contests played per year
4.
Average number of contests per week
5.
Average playing time in minutes of each contest
6.
Number of days in week practice conducted
7.
Time in minutes of average practice
8.
Circle seasons of y$<*r sport is conducted: F. I. 0.
Also circle "I" if played indoors; circle W. I. 0.
"0" if played outdoors. S. I. 0.
B. Name of sport
1. Number of candidates for team
2. Number of weeks in year sport conducted
.'
,
*
*
.
.
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3. Number of contests played per year
4. Average number of contests played per week
5. Average playing time in minutes of each contest
6. Number of days in week practice conducted
__
7. Time in minutes of average practice
8. Circle seasons of year sport is conducted; F. I. 0.
also circle "I" if played indoors; circle W. I. 0.
"0" if played outdoors, S. I. 0.
C, Name of s port
1 . Number of candidates for team ~
2. Number of weeks in year sport conducted
3. Number of contests played per year
4. Average number of contests per week
5. Average playing time in minutes of each contest
6. Number of days in week practice conducted
7. Time in minutes of average practice
8. Circle seasons of year sport is conducted; F. I, 0.
also circle ”1” if played indoors; circle W. I. 0,
"0" if played outdoors, S. I. 0,
D. Name of sport
1.
Number of candidates for team
2. Number of weeks in year sport conducted
3. Number of contests engaged in per week
__
4. Average number of contests per week
5. Average playing time in minutes of each contest
6. Number of days in week practice conducted
7. Time in minutes of average practice
8. Circle seasons of the year sport is condiicted; F. I. 0,
also circle "I" if played indoors; circle ,T 0 n W. I. 0,
if played outdoors. S. I. 0,
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VI. Administration of Girls * Athletic Program
A. Gene ral Admini strati on- -Girls * Athletic Program
1. Official position of administration of girls’ athletic
pr o gram
2. Does this administrator also coach?--(Circle)-Yes No
3. Are these administrative duties compulsory? Yes No
4.
Check if administrator is compensated for this work
—
( financially ; () lighter teaching load; ( )no compensation
5.
B.
1 .
2 .
Do you have physical training classes for girls?--Yes No
If yes, how many periods per week
Coache s— Girls 1 Athletics
How many coaches have you for the girls?
Are all these coaches on faculty of school?--( Circle )
—
If not
,
what coaches are not
Yes No
3. Check the extent of college training of the coaches--
Coach No.l No. 2 No. 3 Coach No.l No. 2 No.
3
( ) ( ) ( )2 years ( ) ( ) ( ) Bach. deg
( ) ( ) ( )3 years ( ) ( ) ( )Mast.deg
4. State number of semester hours of professional athletic
training of Coach No.l Coach No. 2 Coach No. 3
5. Check to indicate if coach has had formal training in
first aid-( )Coach No.l ( )Coach No. 2 ()Coach No.
6. Check to indicate if these coaching duties are compulsory
( )Coach Nol ( )Coach No. 2 ( )Coach No.
3
7. Check method by which coach is compensated for coaching-
Financiallv Coach No.l( ); N0.2( ); No.3( )
Lighter teaching loadCoach No.l( ); No.2( ); No.3( )
No compensation Coach No.l( ); No.2( ); No.3( )
3. State the teaching and coaching program of coaches:
Coach No.l
Coaeh No.
2
'Coach Nc>.3

C. Off ici als--Girls
1
Infcerscholastic Athletics
1.
Check whether officials are on faculty of either com-
peting school
—
()Never; ()Sometimes; ( )Usually; ( )Always
2.
Check whether officials are on faculty of any school--
( )Never; ( )Sometimes; ( )Usually; ( )Always
3, Check to indicate if officials are members of State Board
of off i cial s--( )Never ; ( )Somet imes ; ( )Usually; () Always
4. Are officials compensated financially?--( Circle ) --Yes No
5. Do girl students ever serve as
If yes, in what activites
officials?--( Circle ) -Yes No
D. Miscellaneous Data on Interscholastic Athletic Activitie s
for Girls.
1.
Check to indicate how often contests in sports listed
are played on Saturday—
(
Insert name s of sporl:sT
~
Basketball ( )Never; ( )Sometimes; ( )Usually; ( )Always
( )Never; ( )Sometimes; ( )Usually; ( )Always
( ) Never; ( ) Sometimes; ( ) Usually; ( )Always
~~
( ) Never; ( ) Some times; ( ) Usually; ( ) Always
2. Check to indicate how oft en co nt e s t s in following sport s
are held in the Tvening
--TTnsert the names of sports )
Basketball ( )Never; ( )Sometimes; ( )Usually; ( )ALways
( )Never; ( )Sometimes; ( )Usually; ( )Always
( )Never; ( )Sometimes; ( )Usually; ( )Always
( )Never; ( )Sometimes; ( )Usually; ( )Always
3 . Please circle the approximate proportion of your Inter-
scholastic schedule t'hat Ts played with teams of follow-l-
ing typeiT
First team of own class i/8
First team of smaller class 1/8
First team of larger class l/8
2nd or 3rd teams of larger classl/8
1/4 1/2 3/4 All
1/4 1/2 3/4 All
1/4 1/2 3/4 All
1/4 1/2 3/4 All
4
Please circle the proportion of your games played away
Bro'iii lioiriu , tl:a t~^re~=:"=r=
1/8 1/4 1/2 3/4 AllFrom 1 to 5 miles from home
..
.
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From 5 to 15 miles from home 1/8 l/4 l/2 3/4 All
From 15 to 25 miles from home 1/8 l/4 l/2 3/4 All
More than 25 miles from home 1/8 l/4 l/2 3/4 All
VII. Insert in spaces provided below, the names of your
InterscTiolastic 'sports for girls
,
and answer the
questions pertaining to each .
A. Name of sport
__
1. Number of candidates for team
2. Number of weeks in year sport conducted
__
3. Number of contests played per year
4. Average number of contests per week
5. Average playing time in minutes of each contest
6. Number of days in week practice conducted
7. Time in minutes of average practice
3.
Circle seasons of year sport is conducted; F. I. 0.
also circle n 0" if played outdoors; circle W. I. 0.
"I" if played indoors.
B. Name of sport
1. Number of candidates for team
2. Number of weeks in year sport conducted -
3. Number of contests played per week
4. Average number of contests per week
5. Average playing time in minutes of each contest
6. Number of days in week practice conducted
7. Time in minutes of average practice
_
8. Circle seasons of year sport is conducted; F. I. 0.
also circle M0 M if played outdoors; circle W. I. 0.
"I" if played indoors. S. I. 0.
..
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
VIII. If you care to make any comments regarding this problfi
of Interscholastic and Intramural Athletics, I would
appreciate them. You might use the other side of thi
page for your remarks.
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